The Wooly Enquirer

6 March 2009
At last, sunny weather has arrived at our dorm-step, further empowering the drive to DotA. For those of you just joining us on the RL - Expert Server, enjoy today and stock up on fairies, for Old Man Winter is yet to be defeated.

In Brief:
✦ www.KennysPiratedSoftware.com is closed for retooling this week, as its workers get outfitted with beach wear at the risk of a Fiebs Attack.
✦ Gibbsonian Presidential Order # 42: Corrupt Guy - Deploy!
✦ Larson has been removed from his position as Hall Grandma for his inability to bake unburnt cookies. The Hall Grandmas Association is seeking applicants.
✦ Heggie has been selected by Chinese officials to head an expedition into the sewers of Japan, in hopes of finding great wealth and treasure for the PRC.
✦ Paging Alex Cheng... please report to FBI Headquarters to receive your slap in the face.
✦ Sir Jason of Hainen is proposing the addition of a giant scrabble board to Douglas’s west face, in hopes of mitigating the sun’s influence on Gromer migration patterns.
✦ Over the course of the epic 3 hour Brawl session, it just may be that Pikachu won a Fat Man Round.

Von Graham Royal SpacePort Now Open
Earlier this week, FedEx was proud to announce the opening of its newest shipping distribution center - Graham’s room! A live spaceport, this technologically advanced abode has been equipped with several Premium Living Advanced Nano-solar Terminals (PLANT). By use of these “plants,” Graham has devised an ingenious way to harness the power of the sun to make food for his army of woodchucks, which double as Gidley V - landing pads. Chief Engineer Forsythe explains, “See, in New Zealand, with an 11-1 sheep to people ratio, it only makes sense to replicate the effect here with woodchucks.” With Gidley V’s soaring in all through the day, and ultra-quiet space shuttle landings on the roof at night, the Von Graham Royal Spaceport is able to process packages at any time of the day, all while maintaining a whopping 2% package integrity rate.

Busch Industries Ramps Up Llama Transport Operations
In response to the opening of the Von Graham Royal SpacePort (VGRS), Busch Industries (B.I.) has decided to ramp up Llama Shipping Operations across the globe. After promising last week to invest heavily in Epic Llama Transportation infrastructure, B. I. has hit home with streams of llama-bytes offering internet, transport, and package delivery services. Programed by the very best of Bryan’s Angry Camels, the friendly llamas of B.I. offer an economical alternative to the VGRS. Thanks to low cost of llama feed, B.I. can confidently promise rapid service when the next Gidley V Fuel Crisis hits (which will probably be tomorrow). Unfortunately, however, it has been found that llamas are prone to hijacking by the likes of Paulus the Liberator.
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```cpp
#include<Mammoth>
#include<BrettCancer>
#include<Larson's_Bad_Luck>
#include<Another_Mammoth>

using Hainen std;

int Dyle() {
    double LevelofDyle
    cin>>LevelofDyle;
    cout<<"*Gromer does work son*"<<endl; //regardless of Dyle's level
    cout<<"Game Over"<<endl;

    return 0
}

double Gibbs() {
    ifstream pewpew("BigDude");
    if (pewpew.fail)
        cout<<"gg"

    human CorruptGuy,JackBauer,Larson; //human is an identifier
    pewpew>>CorruptGuy>>JackBauer>>Larson;
    Battle();
    cout<<"Bye Larson";

    int CabinetPositions; //note that this isn't initialized
    for (i=0; i<CabinetPositions; i++)
    {
        CloneBen();
    }
    cout<<"Begin the clone wars!";
    return 42;
}
```

That concludes today's entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!